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Type of gift Any Category  

Price Range No Limit

Age in years (optional)

Who for

WHAT'S NEW

 

The Daily Mood

Show Your Daily Mood

£7.95

 

Dynamo Powered LED 
Utility Light

Dynamic Dynamo Powered 
LED Lantern

£14.95

TOP SELLERS

 

Scratch Map 
Personalised World Map

Scratch Beneath The Surface

£14.95

 

Key Finder

New Improved Model!!

£14.95

 

AK47 Automatic Water 
Pistol

Weapon of Mass Drenching

£19.95

 

Stainless Steel 
Chocolate Fountain

Chocoholics Delight!

£29.95

 

Russian Matryoshka 
Style Dry Measuring 
Cups

Made To Measure

£9.95
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Race In A Case

 

"Fold Away Racing Fun"
 

Gadgets.co.uk Price

Now: £49.95 Buy Now

Hoping someone will buy you this as a present? 
Why not create a Wishlist?

SPEEDY DELIVERY
Order now for Express Delivery by Tuesday 31st 
Aug or Standard Delivery typically by Thursday 
2nd Sep.

Classic slot racing track with a big difference � it�s powered by you. 
Patented Hand Power Generator System. 
1:59 scale Track in a Carry Case including lap counters 

2 Racing Cars 
2 Hand Powered Speed Generators 
Track Decorations (scene backgrounds, traffic lights, signs and flags) 
Spare tyres and connector brushes 

Next time you feel the need for speed and the desire to unleash your inner boy/girl racer 
you'll find there's no quicker way to get your fix of 'Formula Fun' than with this great Hand 
Generator Race In A Case Set. Unlike having to clunk together lengths of track, as with 
Scalextric and other slot car racing systems, you merely need to unzip the bag, place the 
cars on the track, plug in the generators, and you're good to go! 

Retaining all the fun of mains powered slot racing systems this great Race In A Case Set 
doesn't need mains power to get it speeding along as it is powered instead by the included 
hand powered speed generators. This makes it not only green and more environmentally 
friendly than alternative systems, but also playable absolutely anywhere. In fact all you 
need is a flat surface of 91 x 44cm, that's less than half a square metre. That's it, no power 
points, no faffing about assembling it and taking it apart again. 

Just like other racing slot systems the idea is to race around the track as quickly as you can 
without flying off on the corners. The faster you wind the handle the faster your car will go, 
and as you slow doing your winding so the car slows down to take on those tricky turns. Once you are all raced out it's 
just as simple to fold up and pack away with neat compartments for all the bits and pieces so the whole set is contained 
neatly in the case. 

The Race In A Case Set is great for keeping the kids entertained whilst remaining safe in the knowledge that your fun is 
powered by completely green means, and thanks to it's portability it can be played anywhere be it on the beach, at the 
park, or just in the back garden. 

Features: 

 

Pack includes: 

Customer Reviews

No-one has yet reviewed the Race In A Case. 
Why not be the first person to write an online review or upload your own photo?

Related Products

Cozy 
Microwaveable 
Soft Dinosaurs

DynaSolar LED 
Dual Powered 

Torch

Nintendo Game 
and Watch Key 

Rings

Wind Up Walkie 
Talkies

X-Twin R/C Bi-
Plane

Product Summary

Category Eco Gifts

Name Race In A Case

Price £49.95

Product Page http://www.gadgets.co.uk/item/RACECASE/Race-In-A-Case.html

Photo http://www.gadgets.co.uk/mas_assets/full/RACECASE.jpg

Description Next time you feel the need for speed and the desire to unleash your inner boy/girl racer you'll 
find there's no quicker way to get your fix of 'Formula Fun' than with this great Hand Generator 
Race In A Case Set. Unlike having to clunk together lengths of track, as with Scalextric and 
other slot car racing systems, you merely need to unzip the bag, place the cars on the track, 
plug in the generators, and you're good to go!
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